P R OJ EC T: QU ILT

ECLIPSE

The traditional drunkard’s path block made with
contemporary fabric creates a striking modern quilt!
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PR OJ ECT: QU I LT

DIAGR AM 1

PROJECT: QUI LT
LAYOUT DIAGR AM

Designer:
MOIRA DE CARVALHO
Moira studied
dressmaking and pattern
design but didn’t have
much time for sewing
until the grandkids came
along. Two years ago she
started making quilts,
focusing in particular
on modern fabric. Moira
and her husband, also
known as Crafty Pa and
Crafty Ma, sell their
textile and woodwork
designs online and are
keen bloggers. To see more
of their work, visit www.
craftypaandcraftyma.
blogspot.com To get in
touch with Moira, contact
craftypacraftyma@
gmail.com

DIAGR AM 2

MATERIALS
All fabric is 100% cotton, 100cm (40in) wide,
pre-washed and ironed
◆◆ 27 fat quarters of coloured fabrics
(Fabric A)
◆◆ 27 fat quarters of low-volume fabric
(Fabric B)
◆◆ 60cm (5/8yd) binding fabric
◆◆ 2.3m (2 1/2yd) extra-wide backing fabric

FINISHED SIZE:
204.5CM X 219CM (80 1/2IN X 86
1/4IN)/
CUTTING
All measurements include a scant 1/4in seam
allowance. All strips are cut across the width
of the fabric unless otherwise stated.
From each of the 27 fat quarters of
Fabric A
Cut four sets of inner and outer curves = 108
sets (Diagram 1 and 2)
From each of the 27 fat quarters of
Fabric B
Cut four sets of inner and outer curves = 108
sets (Diagram 1 and 2)
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shown in the layout diagram. First sew the
top row together, then the bottom row, then
join both rows. Press the seams open
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Sew six sets of two quarter circles together
for the six half-circle blocks in the top and
bottom row of the quilt.
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From the binding fabric
Cut nine, 2 1/2in strips
All seams are a scant 1/4in unless
otherwise stated.

MAKING THE QUARTERCIRCLE BLOCKS
Pair up a Fabric B outer circle with a
Fabric A inner circle and fold each piece in
half to find the centre points. Match up and
pin at the centre point Match up and pin at
either end.

With the sewing machine needle in the
down position, carefully sew the pieces
together, stopping to ease the curved seams
and pivoting every few stitches to prevent
puckering. Press the seams open.
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Make 210 of these quarter circle squares,
alternating Fabrics A and B as shown in
Diagram 1 and 2.

ASSEMBLY
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Sew 42 sets of four quarter circles
together to create 42 alternate circles as

Sew 14 sets of two quarter circles
together to create 14 half-circle blocks for
the left and right borders of the quilt. You
should have two quarter circles left for the
top-left corner and bottom-right corner.

Sew the blocks together in six vertical
rows of seven full-circle blocks and one
half-circle block. Start rows 1, 3 and 5 with
a full circle and end with a half circle. Start
rows 2, 4 and 6 with a half circle and end
with a full circle. Sew the rows together.
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To make the left border, start with one of
the quarter circles and add seven halfcircle blocks.

To make the right border, sew seven halfcircle blocks together and end with the
other quarter circle.
Sew the borders to the left and right side
of the quilt top.

FINISHING

Press the quilt top well. Lay the backing
fabric right side down on a flat surface and
secure with masking tape, ensuring fabric
is taut but not distorted. Centre the batting
on top, smoothing out any wrinkles. Centre
the quilt top on top of the batting. Baste the
three layers together with safety pins.
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Eclipse was quilted with wavy lines all
over from side to side and then crosshatched with the same lines.
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Trim the excess batting and backing fabric
1/4in outside the edges of the quilt.

Press the strip in half lengthways with wrong
sides together. Starting halfway along one
side of the quilt and leaving a 12in tail, sew the
binding to the front of the quilt with a walking
foot, matching the raw edges of the quilt
with the raw edge of the binding. Mitre the
corners as you come to them and finish sewing
approximately 12in from the starting point.
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On a flat surface, smooth out the two
tails, noting where they meet. Open
the tails and finger-press where the seams
should be. Sew along this fold. Trim the
seam and press open. Check the binding
fits well and finish sewing it to the quilt
front. Trim the batting and backing. Fold
the binding to the back of the quilt and slip
stitch it in place.
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Don’t forget to label your quilt with
relevant information, including your
name, the name of the quilt and the date.

Join the nine binding strips using a 45º
seam. Trim the seams and press open.
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